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Is It Time to Declare Victory and Go Home?

Or 

“Hypertext: The Web wasn’t the Beginning 

and the Web isn’t the End” 

- Norm Meyrowitz

Andy van Dam 
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Outline

Ø Personal  history

v “Everything is deeply intertwingled” 

- Ted Nelson in Computer Lib/Dream Machines 

v Hypertext and Social Media connect, in different but related ways

Ø My world view of hypertext

Ø Historical context – early pioneers

Ø Enduring categories in hypertext research & development

Ø Societal implications

Andy van Dam 
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Ivan Sutherland’s 1963 Sketchpad System

Ø Almost all key elements of an 
interactive graphics system in the 
first paragraph of his Ph.D. thesis:

v "The Sketchpad system uses 
drawing as a novel communication 
medium for a computer. The system 
contains input, output, and 
computation programs which 
enable it to interpret information 
drawn directly on a computer 
display. It has been used to draw 
electrical, mechanical, scientific, 
mathematical, and animated 
drawings”

Andy van Dam 
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1966
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Outline

Ø Personal  history

Ø My world view
v data processing, information retrieval
v Nabokov’s “Pale Fire”; Montreal expo ‘67 interactive movie 

Kinoautomat by Činčera for Czech Pavillion; 
v 1969 WGBH did half hour live program with AvD and students 

on hypertext fiction

Ø Historical context – early pioneers

Ø Enduring categories in hypertext research & 
development

Ø Societal implications

Andy van Dam 

Information Management Creative Expression

Hypertext/Hypermedia
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Outline

Ø Personal  history

Ø My world view

Ø Historical context – early pioneers

Ø Enduring categories in hypertext research & development

Ø Societal implications

Andy van Dam 
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Great Library of Alexandria – 3rd Century BC

Andy van Dam 

“The Great Library of Alexandria in Alexandria, Egypt, was one of the 
largest and most significant libraries of the ancient world.... comprising a 
collection of scrolls, Greek columns, a peripatos walk, a room for shared 
dining, a reading room, meeting rooms, gardens, and lecture halls, creating 
a model for the modern university campus.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Library_of_Alexandria



Paul Otlet – 1868-1944

Early 20th Century Networked Knowledge and Global “Internet” Pioneer

Original Mundaneum
Brussels, Belgium

1910

New Mundaneum
Mons, Belgium

1998

Andy van Dam 
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Paul Otlet – 1868-1944
“From afar, anyone would be able to read any text,  expanded or limited to the desired 
subject,  projected on an individual screen. Thus, anyone  from his armchair would be able to 
contemplate the whole of creation or particular parts of it.”
“Everything in the universe would be registered  at a distance as it was produced. Thus            
a moving image of the world would be established.… 

Andy van Dam 
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Emanuel Goldberg – 1881-1970

Ø Director of Zeiss Ikon

Ø Pioneer of microfilm selector and retrieval technology: 
Statistical Machine (1931)

v German and US patents

Ø Precursor to Vannevar Bush’s Rapid Selector (1938)

v Bush was unable to patent the Memex due to Goldberg’s 
prior patents

Andy van Dam 
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Goldberg diagrams 

Andy van Dam 
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Vannevar Bush – “As We May Think”,  July 1945
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Information Management:
annotations, threaded discussions, and catalogs

Talmud:  2nd – 5th Centuries CE

Hadith: 8th and 9th Centuries CE

King James Bible
17th Century CE

Book Catalog of  Christopher Columbus’ son
15th Century CE Book Wheel 

16th Century CE

David Foster Wallace
20th Century CE
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Vannevar Bush “As We May Think” 
Building and Using Trails

Ø Quotes from  Vannevar Bush. "As We May Think" in The Atlantic 
Monthly, July 1945.

Ø https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/1945/07/as-we-
may-think/303881/

Ø "Selection by association, rather than indexing, may yet be 
mechanized. One cannot hope thus to equal the speed and 
flexibility with which the mind follows an associative trail, but it 
should be possible to beat the mind decisively in regard to the 
permanence and clarity of the items resurrected from storage."

Ø ...
Ø "Thus he goes, building a trail of many items. Occasionally he 

inserts a comment of his own, either linking it into the main trail 
or joining it by a side trail to a particular item. 

Ø And his trails do not fade."
Ø ...
Ø "Wholly new forms of encyclopedias will appear, ready made 

with a mesh of associative trails running through them,..."
Ø ...
Ø "There is a new profession of trail blazers…

Andy van Dam 
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NLS (oN-Line System) Contributions (1/3)

Ø MOAD: Mother of All Demos at FJCC 1968

Ø Interactive authoring and reading on screens

Ø Structure: hierarchy (outline) with hyperlinks

Ø Navigating through information space

v multiple windows

v bi-manual operation (chord and mouse),  command-line driven (NOT GUI)

v links as text strings (like URLs)

Andy van Dam 

V
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NLS (oN-Line System) Contributions (2/3)

Ø Real-time teleconferencing and synchronous 
collaborative editing

Ø Systematic architecting and software engineering, tools

Ø “Bootstrap community”: use tools to improve tools

Andy van Dam 



Ø Lifting yourself up by 
your own bootstraps
v original intent – satirical
v 20th century inversion –

self-help and self-
sufficiency

v early operating system 
term – bootstrap loader

v Engelbart’s Bootstrap 
Community

Bootstrapping
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NLS (oN-Line System) Contributions (3/3)

Ø Real-time teleconferencing and synchronous 
collaborative editing

Ø Systematic architecting and software engineering, tools

Ø “Bootstrap community”: use tools to improve tools

Ø “Raising collective IQ” by augmenting human intellect

Andy van Dam 
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Ted Nelson - Contributions
Ø Coining and evangelizing the word “hypertext”

v non-sequential writing
v to model complexity that linearity and hierarchy can’t

Ø Tackling complex issues of structuring, authoring, and 
“reading” hypertexts 

Ø Describing mechanisms or provenance of authorship and 
micropayments

Ø ComputerLib/Dream Machines evocative publications

Ø Instigator/consultant/client, HES (Hypertext Editing 
System)

Andy van Dam 

Ted Nelson,  Xanadu transclusion
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Nelson’s Patent Database Diagram (HES-1967)

Andy van Dam 



A Half-Century of Hypertext Research at Brown

HES (Hypertext Editing System) - 1967

FRESS - 1968

EDS - 1982

Intermedia - 1985

EBT (Electronic Book Technology): DynaText - 1990

TAG (Touch Art Gallery) - 2015

Andy van Dam 
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FRESS (File Retrieval and Editing SyStem) - 1968-1979

Ø System:
v IBM 360/370 time-sharing (many users)
v Supported all terminal types in use at the time
v Command-line with user macros
v Imlac graphics client: multiple windows, on-screen menus, 

fonts, direct editing by light pen

Ø File structure
v Unlimited size text streams; vector graphics
v Editable overviews: Structure space, Keyword space, Label 

space, Picture space
v Fine-grained bidirectional linking (within and between files)
v Optional NLS-style outline structure (decimal blocks)
v NLS-style view specs for editing modes
v Display keywords for selective display, Information Retrieval

Ø Was Hypertext considered a legitimate area of 
research? Was CS, for that matter?

Andy van Dam 
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Brown University’s Intermedia 1980’s (1/2)

Ø Main User model 
v reading, writing, and linking treated as equal features for all users

Ø Networked
v simultaneous editing & linking by users across a LAN

Ø Multiple editors
v links between multiple different editors (as per the copy/paste 

metaphor)

Ø Copy/Paste metaphor     
v “start link/complete link”

Ø Webs
v different sets of links over same set of documents
v can create links over a set of read-only documents 

q e.g., a Shakespeare corpus

Andy van Dam 
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Brown University’s Intermedia 1980’s (2/2)

Ø Bi-directional links 
v multiple destinations from a link marker

Ø Generalized Anchors     
v links not only to spans of text, but to sets of graphics objects, cells in 

grids, spans of audio and video, tracked when content changed

Ø Full-text searching integrated with linking    
v across documents of all types, with ranking by importance, and 

morphological transformation
v real-time document searches triggered by following a link

Ø Local map    
v view of links in and out of a document plus history of followed links

Ø Warm Linking    
v user update of data in link anchors by push and pull commands

Ø Templates   
v pre-defined sets of pre-linked documents

Andy van Dam 
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TAG (Touch Art Gallery) – 2015 - ...

Nobel Foundation Digital ExhibitionAlfred Nobel’s Will

Aids Quilt

Andy van Dam 
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Sir Tim Berners-Lee - WWW

Andy van Dam 

Ø From HyperCard to the web
Ø Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
Ø First open (universal) hypertext
Ø Simplified hypertext at scale
Ø But with Mosaic we lost equality of authoring and reading
Ø A recent Google Doodle:

The World Wide Web (WWW) is the combination of all resources and users on the 
Internet that are using the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). A broader definition 
comes from the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C): 
"The World Wide Web is the universe of network-accessible information, an 
embodiment of human knowledge."
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Personal Computing: 
Enabled Interactive Computing and Hypertext

Ø Steve Jobs and Apple Computer, Inc. (1976)

Ø IBM and Don Estridge (1981)

Ø Bill Gates’ 1980 Microsoft corporate mission 
statement:

“A computer on every desk and in every home”

Ø 1990 Comdex:
“ Information at your fingertips”

Andy van Dam 
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Confluence of Two Movements
Ø Microminiaturization and riding the cost curve 

(eventually resulting in ”Moore’s Law”
Ø Rebellion against “the Man”: anti-establishment, 

anti-DP, anti-military, anti-dehumanization
v democratization, e.g., “Information Wants to be Free” 

– Stewart Brand

Andy van Dam 

Ø Irony of the monopoly powers of FaceBook, Google, …
Microsoft original 11 employees - 1980

V
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Assessment of Where We Are: Information
Ø Worldwide accessibility through Internet, smartphones, 

and laptops

Ø “Information at Your Fingertips” and information 
management largely achieved 

v suites of tools such as Microsoft Office and the Google Suite

Ø Amount of information still overwhelming

Ø Mostly uncurated – very difficult to find trusted PoV

v far too much mis- and dis-information

Ø Democratization of online "publishing" has had many 
negative intended and unintended consequences

v ad revenue migrating from print media and TV to social media

v journalists replaced by bloggers, death of newsprint...

v one consequence – local news no longer reported

Andy van Dam 
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Assessment of Where We Are: Hypertext

Ø Hypertext firmly embedded in our culture via WWW
Ø However, the hypertext research community 

recognizes it as a lowest common denominator 
relative to the visions of the pioneers
v e.g., unidirectional node-link structure only

Ø Waves of research topics – some old ones remain, 
evolve, with new ones being added

Andy van Dam 
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Issues with the Web (1/2)
Ø Main user model (at least how it has evolved) 

v largely because of e-commerce, few content producers for many 
consumers vs. the old hypertext equality of writers and readers

v non-experts create content (blogs, wikis, user comments, etc.) with 
specialized tools, not by creating web pages themselves

v only owner can change content

Ø Links 
v can only go to either a document or a point in a document (HTML 

"anchor”)
v can only go to an "anchor" if the anchor tag has been inserted by 

the author
v only owner can add links

Ø Authoring turned to programming
v creating a modern web page is for experts, unless you use a web 

page editing service online (like Wix)

Andy van Dam 
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Issues with the Web (2/2)
Ø For media, linking is pretty much an afterthought

v region-to-region linking between media is difficult

Ø Can't easily see incoming links – scale!
Ø No visualization of the directed graph – scale!
Ø Annotation is non-existent unless you 

v use specialized document editors like Google Docs, or 
v parallel services like Genius and Hypothesis 

q which try to create a hacked annotation structure over the web 

Andy van Dam 
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Outline

Ø Personal  history

Ø My world view

Ø Historical context – early pioneers

Ø Enduring categories in hypertext research & development

Ø Societal implications

Andy van Dam 
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Andy van Dam
Hypertext ‘87 Keynote Issues

Ø What is at the nodes?
Ø Standards
Ø Size
Ø Versioning
Ø Lost in hyperspace
Ø Need for hypermedia designers
Ø Don’t metaphor me in
Ø Accessibility and portability
Ø Socio-politico and economic problems

Andy van Dam 
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Frank Halasz
Hypertext ‘87 Seven Issues*

Ø Search and query in a hypermedia network
Ø Composites – augmenting the basic node and link model
Ø Virtual structures for dealing with changing information
Ø Computation in/over hypermedia networks
Ø Versioning
Ø Support for collaborative work
Ø Extensibility and tailorability
----------------------------------------------------------
* Reflections on NoteCards: seven issues for the next generation of hypermedia systems

Andy van Dam 
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Norm Meyrowitz
Research Issues – Hypertext ‘89 Keynote

Ø Build systems at appropriate scales
Ø Address the critical role of I/O mechanisms
Ø Make screen displays more important than paper
Ø Provide high capacity cheap removable storage
Ø Create anchor mechanisms in all applicationss
Ø Enable collaborative sharing
Ø Apply OO techniques to hypertext
Ø Secure funding for long-term research
Ø Encourage and support trailblazers
Ø Address copyright law issues
Ø Do the necessary preliminary work for effective standards
Ø Make available machine-readable copies of holdings by 

publishers

Andy van Dam 
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Frank Halasz
“Seven Issues”: Revisited – Hypertext ‘91 Closing Plenary

Ø Revision of the original seven issues
v ending the tyranny of the link

q combines search and query, composites, and virtual structures

v open systems
v support for collaborative work
v user interfaces for large information spaces
v very large hypertexts
v tailorability and extensibility 
v computation in (over) hypermedia networks

Andy van Dam 
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Frank M. Shipman
Hypertext 2001 - Spatial Hypertexts*

Ø Synchronous collaboration in spatial hypertexts
Ø Wide-area distributed spatial hypertexts
Ø Integrating spatial hypertext into the information 

environment
Ø Computation in and over spatial hypertexts
Ø Impact of topology and expressiveness on 

usability and usefulness
Ø Writing and designing spatial hypertexts
Ø Evaluation methods and practices
--------------------------------------------------------
*Seven Directions for Spatial Hypertext Research

Andy van Dam 
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Paul De Bra
Personalization Impact (2019) on Halasz’ Seven Issues

Ø Personalization affects/is related to all of the points
v Search and Query: better filtering by taking into account 

goals, interests, knowledge of user
v Composites: adaptive hypermedia deals with higher-level 

concepts
v Virtual Structures: assemble pages out of fragments 

selected for the individual user
v Computation:  adaptive navigation support is

computation in/over the hypertext network 
v Versioning: personalization is a special kind of versioning 
v Support for Collaborative Work: group adaptation, 

collaborative filtering
v Tailorability and Extensibility: research on Open Adaptive 

Hypermedia 

Andy van Dam 
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Some Enduring Hypertext Research Categories (1/2)
Ø Augmenting the Web 

v standards for annotation, region-to-region linking across media, database 
“lookup links”, visualizing inbound links, ...

Ø Structure
v associations beyond explicit navigational links
v spatial hypertext

q need for vocabulary to to describe patterns (Bernstein 2011)
q 2D canvas (Marshall and Shipman 1993)
q 3D geo-location (Grønbæk et al 2002)

v structural computing (Wiil et al. 1999)
v sculptural hypertext (Bernstein 2001)
v design patterns for common structures (Bernstein et al 1992, Bernstein 1998)

Ø Navigation
v links (Paul Otlet)
v trails (Vannevar Bush)
v search 
v overviews – focus+context, ellision/summarization

Andy van Dam 
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Importance and Evolution of Search

Ø Full-text and tag-based searching dominates; 
structural search not really available

Ø JIT search has largely replaced hard-wired 
links, but they are complementary 
mechanisms

Ø Google/Bing provide great search over text, 
with improving image and video search

Ø Page-rank algorithm, scaling expertise

Ø Machine learning for pattern recognition

Ø Many problems can be formulated as pattern 
recognition problems (e.g., games)

Ø But, search is still in its infancy

v ill-specified “human” search requests that 
depend on text/history/common sense 
knowledge and reasoning not yet there, e.g., 
“smart speakers”

Andy van Dam 

Alon Halevy, Peter Norvig, Fernando Pereira. "The 
Unreasonable Effectiveness of Data" IEEE Intelligent 
Systems, V24:N2 , March-April 2009
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Some Enduring Hypertext Research Categories (2/2)

Ø Change
v view specs (NLS 1968)
v constraints, guard fields (Storyspace 1 - 1987 )
v adaptive hypertext (De Bra et al. 2000)
v agents 

q find
q process results
q scripts

v time-based media and standards (AHM, SMIL and HyTime)

Ø Augmentation + automation
v link apprentice (Bernstein 1990)
v recommender systems (possibly AI-based)
v agents

Ø Implementation
v layers of abstraction, OHS and CB-OHS (Microcosm 1994)
v interoperability with software ecosystems

Andy van Dam 



Models for Agents – A Spectrum
Ø Asynchronously run background processes

Ø Jeeves –1915-1974 (P.G. Wodehouse)
v knows context and place
v anticipates, infers intent
v requires NLU, knowledge base
v vision: Apple’s Knowledge Navigator – 1987

Ø Beware HAL-9000 (Arthur Clarke/Stanley Kubrick “2001”)

Ø Today’s commercial “smart devices” are embryonic
v no personal context
v no common sense reasoning
v ...

V

Andy van Dam 
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Ø Authoring is the bottle neck – need game design teams
Ø IDE for information-centric workflows

v everything (media, links, annotation) is a first-class document 
stored in MongoDB:  searchable metadata

Ø Simple node-link+spatial hypermedia features, smart(er) 
desktop
v bi-directional region-to-region links
v full text + keyword search

Ø Customizable platform for personal or small-group 
workflows/use cases
v Andy van Dam/Rosemary Simpson

q support teaching and research, concept formation –
gather, organize, annotate, present media, create new content

v Bob Zeleznik - augmentation tools
v Stanley Yip - digital portfolio
v Sam Wilkins - integration with Google Docs and Google Photos

v Ahmed Abdullah - recommender component

What is Dash – Multiple POVs

Andy van Dam 
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Dash Implementation
Ø Since 02/19, web-app using TypeScript, ReactJS, NodeJS, 

ProseMirror, PDF.JS…
Ø Inherently asynchronous and synchronous collaboration
Ø Aided and limited by browser technology

v fancy rendering not native
v CORS (Cross-Origin Resource Sharing) restrictions

Ø Pragmatics of interoperability – limited by external APIs
Ø Somewhat CB-OHS
Ø Extensibility via scripting

v agents
v new functionality

Andy van Dam 
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Assessment of Where We Are: Societal Implications

Ø Astonishingly explosive growth of, and dependence on, 
social media 

v affinity groups are very useful, and Twitter may be the only 
form of communication in times of crisis...

v but social media all too often plays an undesirable, even 
dangerous role

v “social media considered harmful”…  

Ø Growing security/privacy issues

Ø Weaponizing of information and mis-information

v fake news: fauxtography, deep fakes

v hacking of democracy: micro-targeting 

Ø ….

Andy van Dam 
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Societal Impact and Ethics

Ø Melvin Kranzberg – 1917-1995

Ø Kranzberg’s First Law 

v “Technology is neither good nor bad; nor is it neutral”
Kranzberg, Melvin (July 1986). "Technology and History: 

"Kranzberg's Laws"" in Technology and Culture. 27 (3): 544–560. 

Ø Our techno-optimism was unjustified

Ø Our “not our job/problem” attitude harmful

Andy van Dam 
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Social Media

Andy van Dam 

Ø Faustian bargain
v “free” more compelling than privacy/security
v companies reap rewards of monetizing our data
v surveillance capitalism is the new economic driver

Ø Scale, e.g., billions of users, changes the type of global impact

Mark Bernstein and Clare Hooper. "A Villain's Guide To Social Media And Web 
Science" in Proceedings of the 29th on Hypertext and Social Media (HT '18). 
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Four Related Problem Areas in Social Media

Ø Addiction

Ø Invasion of privacy:  monetizing your data

Ø Filter Bubbles and the hacking of society

Ø Economic dominance, surveillance capitalism

Andy van Dam 
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1.  Addiction:  Attention as a Commodity
Ø “Time on task” and focus for task performance vs. 

engagement and “stickiness” to increase lock-in and 
advertising revenue

Ø addiction

Ø 2017 – Tristan Harris’s TED talk “How a Handful of Tech 
Companies Control Billions of Minds Every Day”
v attention-grabbing strategies that foster addiction to 

distracting media

Andy van Dam 
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Addiction strategies:  AI algorithms fed by 
personalized data

Ø Based on psychological research (gambling, gaming 
industries): brain chemistry + algorithms
v started with behaviorism
v Stanford Persuasive Technology Lab  
v bright colors, high-energy sound, micro-rewards (badges, 

“likes”), all increase dopamine
v collaborative filtering, recommender systems, affinity groups 

vs. queue up the next advertisement or video
v FOMA (fear of missing out), social insecurity, and the need 

for approval 
v people increasingly live in the online world where approval is 

at least as dominant as in the real world -> instant feedback
q not just viewing but responding to postings – guilt, fear
q “Teens explain the world of Snapchat's addictive streaks, where 

friendships live or die”
Andy van Dam 
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Shift from Real World to Virtual World Experiences

Ø Interaction, social norms and values changing 
dramatically

Ø USA students today get their news from YouTube, 
Twitter, Google News, ...
v subject to algorithms and advertisement strategies
v content stolen
v filter bubbles through personalized news feeds
v attention span of butterflies

q hypertext encourages “butterflying”
q (linear) reading -> video viewing, especially streaming media

Andy van Dam 
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2. Invading Privacy and Monetizing Your Data (1/2) 

Andy van Dam 

Ø Personalized data (including metadata)
v You are the most valuable commodity
v vulnerable to de-anonymizing, theft, tampering

Ø Psychographic profile: data gathered from both app/user 
and from other users and their apps via social graph
v without their knowledge, let alone consent
v “The Great Hack” – the Cambridge Analytica scandal

q https://www.netflix.com/title/80117542

v “30K data points/person” – Roger McNamee
v definition of data point? queries, images, extracted and 

inferred profiles?
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3.  Behavior Modification (1/3)

Ø Behavior manipulation is a very old art, as is 
propaganda
v rulers control their populations, ads influence attitudes and 

buying behaviors
v Freud’s nephew Edward Bernays wrote the book on PR 

“Propaganda”, the bible of PR (1928)
v Vance Packard’s “Hidden Persuaders” covered advertising, 

PR, government (1957)
q warned about “depth approach” to manipulation of our 

subconscious, leading to behavior modification 
q Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences at Stanford
q big difference between susceptibility to ads (effectiveness still 

controversial) and the effects of microtargeting

Andy van Dam 
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3.  Behavior Modification (2/3)

Ø Behavior modeling           behavior prediction          
behavior modification via microtargeting mechanism
v your personal data blended with aggregate statistics of your 

“kind” to target your profile
Ø Filter bubbles

v you see what you prefer to see – contract rather than 
expand PoV

v biases are reinforced, outrage and shock travel faster and 
have more impact than evidence-based, rational 
argumentation 

v perversely, contrary evidence more likely to harden a belief
q The “post-truth” world of alternative facts
q proof by vigorous assertion      the big lie, AgitProp

v fake news:  bad actors + bots + dupes
q “Nearly Half of Donald Trump's Twitter Followers are Fake 

Accounts and Bots”

Andy van Dam 

https://www.newsweek.com/donald-trump-twitter-followers-fake-617873
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3.  Behavior Modification (3/3)

Ø Brain- and democracy-hacking through filter and 
preference bubbles 
v “the echo chamber”, “weaponization of information”
v deaths:  Myanmar, Sri Lanka, “vaccination causes autism”, 

the resurgence of whooping cough, measles,…
v hacking of society:  Trump election, Brexit, Cambridge 

Analytica; Brazil, ...(cf. paper on Russia’s IRA (Internet Research 
Association) influence on 2016 election)

Ø (Trump win aided by deliberate
v gerrymandering (redrawing voting districts to favor incumbents)
v voter suppression, aided by fake news)

Ø Tribalism
v divisiveness, hollowing out of the center, accommodation
v decline of civic responsibility, communitarianism

Andy van Dam 
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4. Surveillance Capitalism (1/3)

Ø Surveillance State – Big Brother is here, now
v cameras, GPS, smart speakers, smart appliances
v digital surveillance much greater threat than analog

q e.g., realtime face recognition in China, airports

Ø The new economics, based partially on “laissez-faire”
v aka “robber baron”, libertarian/Ayn Rand economics rather 

than Keynesian economics

Ø Social media created a Golem/Frankenstein but now 
benefit disproportionally
v they are addicted to growth and wealth
v Zuckerberg’s “Move fast and break things” has gone much too 

far
Andy van Dam 
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4. Surveillance Capitalism (2/3)

Ø Unregulated monopoly power’s vicious cycle
v Zuckerberg’s 60% controls Facebook, with 2.7B+ users
v more power and influence than the US president

q FB, Google,… not just neutral platforms but also “curated content” providers
q freedom of speech vs. dealing with hate speech – “who appointed him czar?”

v fierce resistance to regulation, but clearly repeated failures  show 
they can’t self-regulate
q data breaches, content monitoring, “catch and kill” to suppress potential 

competitors
q “Deny, deflect, dissemble, …” + apologize rather than let’s really work together to try 

to deal with the admittedly really hard issues
q Google disbanded its Advanced Technology External Advisory Council (b3/26 – d4/5)

Andy van Dam 
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4. Surveillance Capitalism (3/3)

Ø Government regulation, e.g.,   rights in 
data
v individual, corporate, government
v Europe’s GDPR (General Data Protection 

Regulation) as a first step
q Law of Unintended Consequences - "Privacy UX: 

Better Cookie Consent Experiences

v 50 US Attorney Generals sue Google for 
anti-trust and privacy violations 
q buying competing or complementary services 

(e.g., Facebook’s ownership of WhatsApp, 
Instagram, and Messenger, Google’s ownership 
of YouTube,  etc.) erects “barriers to entry”

Andy van Dam 

Margrethe Vestager

https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2019/04/privacy-ux-better-cookie-consent-experiences/
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Human-Centered Design     Humane Design

Ø Jeff Raskin. “The Humane Interface: New Directions 
for Designing Interactive Systems”, 2000

Ø Design can’t be concerned with effectiveness alone
v but has to include a concern for the human and societal 

consequences 
v uses to which the the design could be put 
v potential safeguards

Ø Center for Humane Computing
v http://humanetech.com/

Ø AI as a bellwether: “ethics in AI”
v Socrates...Asimov’s “I, Robot”    next

Andy van Dam 

http://humanetech.com/
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Some “Ethics in AI” Efforts (1/2)

Ø Concerns about societal impact of social media parallels 

and intersects with that about AI

v older and more substantial efforts to learn from…

Ø Wired stories

v “Tech Firms Move to Put Ethical Guard Rails Around AI”

q https://www.wired.com/story/tech-firms-move-to-put-ethical-

guard-rails-around-ai/

v “Tech Giants Team Up to Keep AI from Getting Out of Hand”

q https://www.wired.com/2016/09/google-facebook-microsoft-

tackle-ethics-ai/

Ø Partnership on AI: http://partnershiponai.org

v Accenture, ACLU, Amazon, BBC, Facebook, Google, IBM, 

MSFT,….

v “The Partnership on AI to Benefit People and Society was 

established to study and formulate best practices on AI 

technologies, to advance the public’s understanding of AI, and 

to serve as an open platform for discussion and engagement 

about AI and its influences on people and society.”

Andy van Dam 

https://www.wired.com/story/tech-firms-move-to-put-ethical-guard-rails-around-ai/
https://www.wired.com/2016/09/google-facebook-microsoft-tackle-ethics-ai/
http://partnershiponai.org/
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Some “Ethics in AI” Efforts (2/2)

Ø OpenAI initiative https://openai.com/about/
Ø New Research Institute for Ethics in Artificial 

Intelligence at Technical University of Munich
v https://www.wi.tum.de/new-research-institute-for-ethics-in-

artificial-intelligence/

Ø One Hundred Year Study on AI, reports every 5 years 
https://ai100.stanford.edu

Ø Microsoft’s Aether Committee:  AI and Ethics in 
Engineering and Research

Ø Microsoft’s “The Future Computed”
v https://blogs.microsoft.com/wp-

content/uploads/2018/02/The-Future-Computed_2.8.18.pdf

Andy van Dam 

https://openai.com/about/
https://www.wi.tum.de/new-research-institute-for-ethics-in-artificial-intelligence/
https://ai100.stanford.edu/
https://blogs.microsoft.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/The-Future-Computed_2.8.18.pdf
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Microsoft Golden Rule Ethical Principles for AI (1/4)

Andy van Dam 
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Microsoft Golden Rule Ethical Principles for AI (2/4)

Andy van Dam 
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Microsoft Golden Rule Ethical Principles for AI (3/4)

Andy van Dam 
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Microsoft Golden Rule Ethical Principles for AI (4/4)

Andy van Dam 
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Ethics in the CS Curriculum
Ø “Ethics Education in Context: A Case Study of Novel Ethics 

Activities for the CS Classroom” 
v Michael Skirpan, Nathan Beard, Srinjita Bhaduri, Casey Fiesler, and 

Tom Yeh(2018) in the Proceedings of the 49th ACM Technical 
Symposium on Computer Science Education (SIGCSE '18)

Ø “Tech’s Ethical ‘Dark Side’: Harvard, Stanford and Others 
Want to Address It”
v https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/12/business/computer-science-

ethics-courses.html
Ø “Harvard & MIT Among Nation’s First to Introduce CS Ethics 

Courses”
v https://www.masstlc.org/harvard-mit-among-nations-first-to-

introduce-cs-ethics-courses/
Ø Embedding ethics in computer science curriculum

v https://www.seas.harvard.edu/content/embedding-ethics-in-
computer-science-curriculum

v Brown CS new “Ethics TAs”
Andy van Dam 

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/12/business/computer-science-ethics-courses.html
https://www.wi.tum.de/new-research-institute-for-ethics-in-artificial-intelligence/
https://www.seas.harvard.edu/content/embedding-ethics-in-computer-science-curriculum
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What to Do?  My Call to Arms

Ø Minimize use of screens 

v social media, games, inane messaging, ...

Ø Lobby for anti-monopoly and data privacy legislation

Ø Lobby for subscription vs. advertisement model

v works for music and some entertainment companies

Ø Demand much greater investment in combatting the negative 

mechanisms and outcomes

v great intellectual challenges – e.g., freedom of expression isn’t absolute 

but who shall police based on what criteria?

Ø Develop, discover, advocate, and pay for trusted PoV

Ø Educate

Ø Lobby for ethical behavior within school and job

v humane design

q include social benefits, not just universal design

q design for accessibility and inclusion

v Center for Humane Technology, …

Ø You have a choice of what to work on and help frame the goals…

Andy van Dam 
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Engelbart’s Grand Vision

Ø The glass is half full…we have great tech, e.g., the 
smartphone ecosystem, but tech hasn’t advanced as 
fast or as well as we might have expected in half a 
century  

Ø Augmenting Human Intellect, increasing our societal IQ
v has not materialized
v in some ways we are going backwards

Ø Don’t just be great technologists, help make tech 
societally responsible – we CAN fix this…

Andy van Dam 
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�To Infinity and Beyond…�

Andy van Dam 
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THE END

Andy van Dam 


